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Abstract— Availability of the data to train a Chatbot is an issue 
especially when the system deals with first of its kind application 
and less of the transaction data is available. While new 
architectures are being explored to perform well with less data, 
there is also considerable interest in enhancing the training data 
for a given architecture. The following paper discusses a solution 
for the large training corpus requirement for Chatbot Query 
Classifiers via automatic sentence generation using the smaller 
available human trained corpus. The approach is to identify 
different parts of speech in the corpus sentences, followed by 
generating variations for the same using Synonyms, Tenses, Active 
and Passive Voice, Singular/Plural form of noun etc. and then 
generate corpus via permutations of the above variations for the 
sentences. Finally post human review, the corpus is corrected and 
fed in as Chatbot Training Corpus, reducing lot of time and efforts 
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VI.  INTRODUCTION  

With the strides in advancement of Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), we are seeing intelligent NLP powered 
chatbots gaining widespread adoption. From Voice interface of 
Alexa [1] to common text interfaces, these intelligent chatbots 
are helping users with a lot of their tasks. Enterprises themselves 
have realized the value of same of the same in that,  they provide 
a mechanism to answer common simple queries and free the 
customer care associates bandwidth for more complex and 
valued tasks. Hence, Enterprise adoption for chatbots has seen a 
steady growth. 

However, the common issue or challenge faced by the 
Enterprises are how to provide a seamless experience via 
chatbots similar to humans. One of the biggest challenges for 
the same is to have good enough acceptable accuracy standards. 
One of the most commonly accepted facts for accuracy is to 
provide a large amount of training data, which would make the 
algorithm reach the higher standards of accuracy. The 
algorithms used majorly as a part of Chatbots come under the 
category of classification algorithms. User query is first 
classified into a defined user class followed by a proper 
conversation dialog for the identified class to help complete the 
related transaction. 
These algorithms use a set of corpus of sentences for each of the 
classes to match and classify the query into relevant classes. In 
addition, a well-trained class with a large number of relevant 

examples would have higher chance of ensuring user queries are 
correctly classified. 

VII. DATA GENERATION CHALLENGE 

As mentioned above, the need for large size of quality 
corpus would lead to a large amount of manual training and 
preparation of the data. Currently many chatbots tools allow 
assimilation of the user queries into the corpus post 
classification to be reclassified but the initial corpus still remain 
small. The assimilation of post-classified data would mean 
some of the data, which was wrongly classified, would be 
reclassified, and accuracy would improve for the later instances 
of similar queries, But the current user whose queries were 
reclassified gets a bad experience due to wrong classification. 
 
There have been approach to handle this limited labeled data 
problem via a tool called NELL- Never Ending Language 
Learning Ontology generator, which has been building an 
ontology via facts collection from Web and has been doing 
since 2010. Though this approach would help in generating the 
much-needed domain ontologies that can used for improving 
relevance of classification, but with current available closed 
source proprietary classifiers in market, it leads to additional 
Ontology enrichment layer in our solution without improving 
the classification itself. The current solutions in market provide 
limited capabilities majorly focusing on training the intents 
module and entity annotations, making our approach focused 
towards the need for the additional training corpus generation. 
Very few NLU’s like RASA NLU are open source and can help 
directly integrate layer of Ontology enrichment in the NLU 
itself rather than build over it. 

VIII. THE SOLUTION FRAMEWORK 

Now, let us look at an approach that will help us generate the 
training corpus required with small amount of human 
provisioned corpus. For the above solution, one would need the 
following components 

A. Corpus Generation algorithm 

First, select a set of intents i with each having n sentences as 
initial training corpus and m sentences as the test corpus for 
each intent. Each sentence in training corpus has w words. Each 
word in the sentence is mapped to a defined part of speech, 
which can be deduced using TreeBank like Penn Tree Bank. 
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Based on the important ranking of Parts of Speech (POS) tags 
we select which word win sentence n and intent i and would be 
selected for generating options. So, for each word win in 
sentence n for i intent a list of options ow is generated which 
consists of synonyms, antonyms, tense change form of the 
word, lemmatized form of word, stemmed form of word, 
singularized/pluralized form of word, hypernyms. Hyponyms 
and manually generated domain ontology consisting associated 
topics for the word. Some of the operations mentioned are 
available using WordNet provisioned in NLTK for Python.  
 
Example of the above options generated would be in the 
following way 
Original Sentence – The computer is not working 
Synonyms – The PC is not working, the computer is not 
functioning. 
Antonyms – The computer is broken (opposite of working) 
Singular Plural – The computers are not working 
 Active-Passive – A virus has infected my PC – My PC is 
infected by a virus 
 
One must remember though that machine options generated 
may not always be grammatically or contextually correct and 
hence a manual curation is needed. Eg: - For a sentence like “I 
like listening to rock” would generate an option like “I like 
listening to stone” which is contextually irrelevant. 

Curate these generated options manually based on relevance 
to the sentence’s context and meaning. Select final list of 
curated options owc for sentence generation 
Next, for each sentence ni we generate no sentences by replacing 
each selected word with its option and then check for 
grammatical consistency. The validated no sentences are now 
curated and final list of sentences, noc are added to the original 
corpus for each respective intent.  
     Next step is to look at the impact of the classification for the 
chatbots with the additional corpus. The following experiment 
would assist in looking at impact on classification with added 
corpus. 
 

Fig 1: Approach to Corpus Generation with components 

 
 

B.  Corpus Ingestion and Testing 

 
Second part of the process is to test the dataset with m 

sentences on the initial corpus that had n sentences first and then 
with both n and noc sentences corpus. In both cases, we would 
test if there is a change on Precision, Recall, F1 Score and 
Confidence score of classification. 

IX. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Here, in order to be non-biased towards any specific domain 
intent we test the same on two intents on an available web based  
classifier in market – Microsoft LUIS (Language 
Understanding Intelligent Service). In addition, we test the 
same with two different sized set of generated data corpus. The 
same corpora has been used in paper by Daniel Braun [5] 
 
We have taken the average confidence score of the true 
positives to benchmark changes if any in score due to addition 
of automatically generated corpus. 
 
The experiment was done through a batch-testing panel of 
Microsoft LUIS. The corpus of n and n+ noc intents were used 
to benchmark changes in average confidence score, precision, 
recall and F-score. Data Size chosen are n =10, noc =20 and m 
=38. The results are as below 
  

C. Results and Inferences  

Following are the results of the music and weather intents 
classification tested with m=38 sentences data set and human 
generated corpus of n =10 sentences each tested on Microsoft 
LUIS classifier. Table II, III, IV and V represent the 
classification matrix and classification results for music and 
weather intents chosen. Fig II and III represent the classification 
results of the 2 intents with individual classification score. 

TABLE I.  CONFIDENCE SCORES 

Intent Average Confidence 
Score (Corpus n=10, 

m=38) 

Average Confidence 
Score (Corpus n=10 + 

noc=20, m=38) 
Music 0.619 0.690 

Weather 0.708 0.808 
 

TABLE II.  MUSIC INTENT CLASSIFICATION MATRIX 

 
m=38, n=10, 
Music Intent 

Actual : Yes Actual : No 

Predicted : Yes 18 3 
Predicted : No 1 16 

TABLE III.  MUSIC INTENT CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

Precision Recall F Score Average 
Confidence 

0.86 0.95 0.9 0.619 
 

Fig II: Music Intent Classification Results with Scores (Table II) 

 

TABLE IV.  WEATHER INTENT CLASSIFICATION MATRIX 
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m=38, n=10, 
Weather Intent 

Actual : Yes Actual : No 

Predicted : Yes 15 2 
Predicted : No 2 19 

 

TABLE V.  WEATHER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

Precision Recall F Score Average 
Confidence 

0.86 0.95 0.9 0.708 
 

Fig III: Weather Intent Classification Results with Scores (Table IV) 

 

Now we would add the automatically generated and curated 
corpus noc  to n to see any impact on the classification results. 
We would run the same test data m and see if there is a change 
in reclassification of the results. Table VI, VII, VIII and IX 
represent the reclassification results for music and weather 
intents post reclassification. Fig IV and V represent the 
reclassification results of the 2 intents with individual 
classification score. 

TABLE VI.  MUSIC INTENT RECLASSIFICATION MATRIX 

 
m=38, n=10, 
noc=20, Music 

Intent 

Actual : Yes Actual : No 

Predicted : Yes 18 1 
Predicted : No 1 18 

TABLE VII.  MUSIC INTENT RECLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

Precision Recall F Score Average 
Confidence 

0.95 0.95 0.95 0.6905 
 

Fig IV: Music Intent Reclassification Results with Scores (Table VI) 

 

TABLE VIII.  WEATHER INTENT RECLASSIFICATION MATRIX 

 
m=38, n=10, 

noc=20 Weather 
Intent 

Actual : Yes 
 

Actual : No 

Predicted : Yes 17 2 

Predicted : No 0 19 
 

TABLE IX.  WEATHER INTENT RECLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

Precision Recall F Score Average 
Confidence 

0.89 1 0.94 0.8088 
 

Fig V: Weather Intent Reclassification Results with Scores 

 
 
Table I compares the average confidence scores represented in 
Table III, V, VII and IX to review change if any on the 
classification post corpus augmentation.  For the given data set, 
the addition of noc sentences led to an overall increase in F score 
and average confidence score of the True Positives. For the 
current data set, the scores of classification for the data set 
implies higher accuracy in classification while better F score 
implies better chances of classification to the right category 
 
In both the cases, music and weather, there has been increase in 
either True Positives (Weather Intent) or True Negative (Music 
Intent) and decrease in either Type 1 error or Type 2 error. 
Hence, for the current experiment, the additional data noc added 
have led to improvement in classification although a modest 
improvement only. 

V. ASSUMPTIONS & LIMITATIONS 

      One of the assumptions undertaken is quality data set 
curated shall improve the accuracy of classification; hence the 
additional corpus should improve the classification accuracy. 
However, at the same time there may be a threshold of corpus 
data for a single class at which the accuracy classification may 
plateaued or even decrease in case of some of the biasness due 
to the generated corpus being skewed.  
Second major assumption is that these results are valid only on 
the current data set and may not show similar behavior on other 
data sets. It may happen that there is no increase in confidence 
score or True Positives or True Negatives. It also cannot be 
ruled out the classification results may not be better than the 
previous one at all for different data set. The classifier algorithm 
and quality of data set plays a very critical part in the same 
      In case of multiple intents, Regression Testing in case of 
new training, would be required to review behavior or impact 
of additional intents on other intents might need to be reviewed 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

       The paper explored the mechanisms behind generating 
additional semi-automated corpus via permutation of word level 
options and the impact of this corpus on the classification 
results.   
      Further improvements in automatic corpus generation from 
word level options to phrase level options and mechanism to 
look at ranking the generated corpus on sentence similarity shall 
help in the need for quality training corpus 
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      The semantic equivalents of the sentences including the 
contextual interpretation and the user intent would be included 
for the future studies. It also includes performance under 
multiple intent and recommendations to improve the same. 
      At the same time, the current results have lot of room for 
accuracy improvements for classification. The current 
mechanism only generates corpus option from the initial set of 
corpus but itself can be used to feed for newer set of corpus 
leading to larger datasets with better chances of accuracy 
improvements    
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